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Soft shoe
“Hush, Puppy” is a mascot of the 6911th

Security Squadron [Mobile], home-based at
Hahn, West Germany. Several security

service units have a mobile capability and go
to the field to support Air Force
commanders during exercises in the United
States and NATO countries.

(Photo by SSgt. Mike Laughlin)

Profileil briefly...

New helmets for firefighters

Department of Defense firefighters wilt soon be wearing a new
protective helmet modified from a commercial model by the L). S.

Army Natick Research and Development Command, Natick, Mass.

The new firefighter’s helmet combines traditional appearance and

comfort with advanced technology and improved protection.

Missile launch crew jobs

for women

Missile launch crew duty positions have been opened to Air Force

officer and enlisted women. Duty will be at one of three Titan II sites

in the United States: Davis-Monthan AFB, Ariz.; Little Rock AFB,

Ark.; or McConnell AFB, Kan. Volunteers must meet the standard

selection criteria and will be subject to the same assignments as

men.

AF switches to wartime tasks

The Air Force plans to begin training enlisted personnel who

would have to switch from ordinary peacetime duties to the

immediate tasks necessary in the event of war. Such duties would

include repair of runways, casualty assistance and other functions

which become more critical during wartime.

More women Marines

in training

The Marine Corps will increase the number of women entering

recruit training at Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris Island, S.C.

The expanded training will schedule four series at a time instead of

three. A series is composed of two platoons of approximately 50

women each.
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A refresher student, assisted by school staff, is outfitted in the Mark-5

deep diving suit during his standard requalification testing. All personnel in

EOD are required to return to the school every three years for refresher

courses for about three weeks. (Photo by PH2Todd Nielson)
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Eyes

and

ears

around

the

world

“He told me that the information we

were collecting and analyzing today may

help the President make a crucial

decision in world affairs tomorrow."

The speaker is Air First Class (A1C)

Eve LeMay, a radio communications

analysis specialist for the U. S. Air

Force Security Service. A1C LeMay was

referring to remarks of a top

Washington official who visited her unit.

“We were all walking on air after that

briefing," she confided. "It was just

what I wanted to hear. I picked a

security service specialty because I

wanted to do something more important

than be a secretary somewhere."

Security service standards are high

— its people form a highly technical

team of electronic communications

experts, including analysts, voice

processing, Morse systems and

teleprinter systems specialists.
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Story and photos by

SSgt.Mike Laughlin, Kelly AFB, Tex.

These men and women are helping provide signals intelligence to

Air Force commanders and national leaders, safeguard Air Force

communications from compromise, and test electronic warfare

techniques which help keep our pilots alive over hostile airspace.

A1C LeMay has been on the Air Force team a little over a year,

but is learning enough about her specialty to qualify for an overseas

assignment.

Overseas is where the action is for more than 80 percent of

people in specialties used solely in security service operations. The

command has units spanning the globe from England, across the

European continent to Italy and Greece, In the Far East from Japan

to the Philippines, and across the Pacific to Hawaii and Alaska.

LeMay trained for her specialty at Goodfellow Air Force Base, San

Angelo, Tex., home of the USAF School of Applied Cryptologic

Sciences. Her classroom instruction earned college credits through

the Community College of the Air Force.

Security service airmen also gain college credits while attending

technical training at the Defense Language Institute, Monterey,

Calif.; KeeslerAFB, Miss.; orCorry Station, Pensacola, Fla.

Senior Airman Dan Lowing, voice processing specialist,

considers the training he received, especially learning a foreign

language, to be a valuable asset. He found the cultural differences

between the Far East assignment and his native Michigan to be

“overall, an interesting, satisfying experience.”

“I don’t know how many other Grand Rapids natives have dined

on fried squid but, you know, it was pretty good.”

He views with mixed feelings the shift work that comes to all

security service operators at overseas locations.

“Pulling a late shift for four nights requires a mental and physical

adjustment, but the reward is usually an equal number of days off. I

found these four-day mini vacations gave me time to plan extended

trips and other activities,” he said.

Kelly AFB, in San Antonio, Tex., is host for security service

headquarters. Like a tree with a vast root system, the headquarters

manages a continuous flow of information from its worldwide units.

The information is processed, reported and digested to meet the

requirements of combat commanders and national decision makers.

Senior Airman John T. Morris, Morse systems operator, and a fellow operator

search assigned frequency ranges for manual Morse targets to copy. Overseas

sites perform an immediate and vital mission for U. S. commanders and decision

makers.
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The command also maintains a data

base that is the backbone of Air Force

electronic warfare (EW) support. Using

all the electronic warfare information

obtained over the skies of Southeast

Asia, as well as from U. S.' Army, Navy

and other sources, security service

experts analyze how well our EW-

equipped pilots will meet potential

threats.

Besides signals intelligence and

electronic warfare testing, the command
keeps Air Force communications secure

from enemy ears by providing advanced

cryptographic devices and advising Air

Force people on communications

security practices.

It also manages a depot for all

cryptographic materials. Some of the

depot’s worldwide customers include

Air Force One (testing communications

equipment aboard the President’s jet)

and the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (testing for deep space

reliability of all U. S. cryptographic

hardware in U. S. satellites).

The telephone, a miracle of

convenience and speed in the day-to-

day conduct of business, poses the

greatest single threat to the security of

military operations today.

One of the least known, but most

vital, facets of the security service

mission is to provide a telephone

monitoring service to Air Force

commanders in a continuing attempt to

prevent information of intelligence value

to be unknowingly disclosed to

unauthorized persons on unsecure

phone lines.

“Eyes and ears of the Air Force

around the world’’ could very well be

the motto of the men and women of the

U. S. Air Force Security Service.

Found it! Airman First Class Marsha C. Mailhan, voice processing specialist, finds meaning ir

her foreign language dictionary while transcribing recordings under the guidance of Mastei

Sergeant Joseph R. Sitterly, mission supervisor.

Personnel don't always have all the

“conveniences" when out in the field.

This security service member, on a

NATO exercise, lets her hair down and
hangs up her wash as milk cows cross

the West German countryside.



Keeping a line

on fishermen

A Coast Guardsman on fisheries patrol observes a fishing vessel in preparation for

inspection boarding.

Story and photos by

PAC Dale Puckett,

Governors Island, N.Y.

ABOARD THE CUTTER TAMAROA -
“Tam 2“ bobs up and down with the

swells of the North Atlantic as it

approaches the foreign trawler.

The crew throws fenders over the

side as the coxswain eases the small

motor surf boat against the hull of the

large vessel. He uses the boat’s engine

to hold the two craft together just below

a swinging rope ladder. At the peak of

the first swell, Lieutenant Commander

Galen Siddall jumps from the boat to the

waiting ladder. With each succeeding

swell the remainder of the boarding

team follows.

Boarding another ship at sea is

dangerous. One slip and a man could

lose a leg or be crushed between the

grinding steel.

Siddall is Tamaroa’s executive officer

and her most active boarding official.

The 205-foot cutter from Governors

Island in New York Harbor is underway

on an offshore fisheries patrol, helping

to enforce the nation’s new Fisheries

Conservation and Management Act.

Once aboard the foreign vessel, the

men are all business. “Dobre Den

Cap-i-tan,’’ or “Good Day, Captain,”

Sidall says slowly. “I would like to see

the journ-al.”

He uses a bit of sign language and

his meaning is clear. The foreign

vessel’s master gives an exaggerated

nod in acknowledgement and the two

men head for the bridge. Other

members of the boarding party go

below, checking the processing rooms,
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Tamaroa boarding officer, Ensign William Morris, checks trawling logs

aboard the Soviet fishing vessel Spika, looking for violations of the new
Fisheries Conservation and Management Act.

flash freezers and large holds.

The “doc-u-ments" are the first

thing Siddall must see. First, the

ship’s, then the captain’s, and finally,

the fishing permit itself. As he looks

through the papers, he takes notes in a

small book.

He checks to see if the fishing

vessel’s country has a Governing

International Fisheries Agreement with

the United States. He makes sure the

vessel is conducting its fishing or

support activities in an authorized area.

He confirms that the vessel has reported

its entry into the fishery. He checks to

make sure the identification numbers on
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the vessel are proper and makes sure

the vessel displays the proper rules of

the road signals.

A thorough examination of the ship’s

trawling logs follows. It’s a process that

can take hours, yet, this one record

holds more clues to the vessel’s fishing

activity than any other.
‘

‘At first I would

try to dope out the log myself but it was

a terribly drawn-out process,” Siddall

said. "Now I try to set up a situation

where the master explains to me how he

interprets the figures. Numbers are

pretty universal in all languages and it

really helps our understanding and

communication.”

It takes a professional approach to

enforce the new Fisheries Conservation

and Management Act which went into

effect March 1, 1977. And when the

men from Tamaroa go boarding, that is

exactly what the foreign fishermen see.

“Our actions are official and

professional. The foreign master usually

responds in kind,” Siddall explained.

He added that Tamaroa has a dedicated

commanding officer and a high sense of

teamwork during her boarding

operations.

He said that when he and

Commander David Worth, Tamaroa’s

commanding officer, sit down to a meal

that the “table topic” is always the new
fisheries law. “We never stop talking

about the law and how to enforce it,”

Siddall said.

Even when they’re separated by the

sea, the two men talk about the law.

“You’ll notice that I have a radio in my
hand constantly,” Siddall points out.

“Commander Worth has a copy of the

law on Tamaroa and I have another on

the bridge of the foreign vessel. We
work at interpreting the law together.

’ ’

While Siddall is checking with Worth,

the men in the boarding party below are

busy. They open packages at random to

make sure the fishermen aren’t hiding a

prohibited species. They count boxes

and check labels.

“We keep our command post up on

the bridge. I get reports from my men

below and the foreign master gets

reports from his men,” Siddall

commented. “It is very handy to have

the master on the bridge with me,

especially if a violation is discovered.

Up here we can work without being

interrupted. Also, if we were below we

would most likely have to stop the whole

boarding process every few minutes

and explain what we were doing .

’ ’

While they are aboard a foreign

vessel, the Coast Guardsmen work with

the fishermen’s culture instead of

against it. They realize that the men

have a reserved nature and know that

they respect discipline and firmness.

When they go boarding, the men from

Tamaroa are strictly disciplined and

firm.

“The men don’t even smoke with the

fishermen. There’s no casual

interchange,” Siddall said. “This

attitude underscores the serious nature



of our visit.”

On offshore fisheries patrol, Tamaroa

means business. She even sends food

and refreshments for her boarding

parties to the foreign vessel anytime

they will be there during a meal. “It's

another way of saying we’re serious.

It’s also against policy to accept

anything from the fishermen,” Siddall

added.
Siddall has been to an intensive

three-week, one-on-one school to learn

the Russian language but he hasn’t

found the language barrier to be a

problem. “I find that when I make a few

mistakes with their grammar they are

much quicker to speak English. I do

hope that all of our boarding officers will

eventually be able to go to the language

schools.”

The new law that these Coast

Guardsmen are out here to enforce has

four sanctions that may be imposed on a

violator. They are citations, civil

penalties, criminal prosecution and civil

forfeiture.

The citation is a written warning

issued by the enforcement officer. The

civil penalty is a monetary penalty

imposed by an administrative law judge

.representing the Secretary of

Commerce. Each penalty can be as high

as $25,000.

A criminal prosecution is brought

against the violator in federal district

court by the U. S. Attorney. The

maximum sentence in this case is a fine

of $50,000 and six months in prison.

However, if a dangerous weapon is

used or an enforcement officer is injured

or threatened with injury, the maximum
is raised to $100,000 and one year in

prison.

A civil forfeiture is an action brought

against the offending vessel in federal

court. Under this sanction, all fish taken

in violation of the law may be forfeited

as may all or part of the vessel.

To the crew of a Coast Guard cutter,

an offshore fisheries patrol is a never-

ending job. "We even interrupt their

work routines,” Worth commented,

“not to mention their meals and off-duty

movies.”

Sending a boarding party over to

another vessel is an all hands job. It has

to be.

“The davits on Tamaroa are the old

mechanical type. It takes eight men to

raise or lower a boat,” Siddall said.

“Also, a boat can breakdown and need

repair at any hour of the day or night.

Something involving a large part of the

crew is going on 24 hours a day!
’ ’

Take Tamaroa’s last case. Her teams

had been aboard the vessel for many

hours. Siddall delivered a violation just

before midnight of the second day of the

boarding.

“I must issue this violation report,”

Siddall says to the captain. The master

has many questions. He draws a picture

of a scale and a fish, with and without a

head. The two men go through the logs

again. They compare percentages

again. The clock keeps moving. There

is nothing else to say.

Finally, Siddall has had enough. ”1

must have you sign the report,” he

says. On a pad of paper he writes a note

and reads it to the master. “You should

ask your chief for guidance,” it says.

The man shrugs his shoulders and

signs the document.

The sea is biack and the stars are

shining brightly as Cdr. Siddall boards
‘

‘Tam 2” for the return trip to Tamaroa.

On his face is a look of success. The

personal satisfaction of a job well done

has made it all worth it.

A boarding officer from the Cutter Tamaroa watches the crew of the Russian trawler Spika as they work
with their nets.
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Army First Lieutenant Carl C. Fuller conducts a careful

reconnaissance of a bomb during simulated field training to

gather information for making positive identification of the

ordnance. Identification is a very important first step in

dealing with ordnance disposal.

Military life has always had its ups

and downs. The good times and the bad

times, but in recent years the Spartan

life has taken on an air of being just

another job.

There is a select family of military

people who aren’t in that 8-4 category

and wouldn’t want to be. They find their

work rewarding, dangerously exciting

and, without a doubt, extremely

significant to the nation.

Where do they come from? From

everywhere. Who are they? Former

riflemen, cooks, tankers or mechanics.

From civilian life, they may have been

department store workers, high school

or college graduates. When they

complete training at the U. S. Naval

Ordnance Station in Indian Head, Md.,

they are explosive ordnance disposal

technicians.

These are the men and women of

explosive ordnance disposal (EOD).

They are a select group because, no

matter from which of the services they

come, they are volunteers. Marines,

sailors, soldiers or airmen, they are

steady, straight and confident

individuals who know their jobs.

The Naval School, Explosive
Ordnance Disposal, sits on the scenic

banks of the Potomac River in Charles

County, Md.

Prior to World War II, the United

States had no formal EOD program.

Incidents and accidents, now handled

by EOD technicians, were taken care of

by the best qualified persons available.

Early in the war, because of a high

casualty rate, the British saw the need

for a corps of skilled technicians to

make safe or dispose of an increasing

number of unexploded enemy ordnance

items which presented hazards to their

people and operations.

Shortly before American entry into

the war, an agreement with the British

allowed a group of Navy officers and
enlisted men to work with British units

in the field and bring the skills back

home. When this group returned, formal

EOD training was started in the United

States.

Since 1947, the responsibility for

EOD training of all the services has been

delegated to the Navy, and personnel

from all services were added to the

school staff. This relationship

flourished, and as the performance of

the newly-designated EOD technicians

improved, the demand for their unique

talents increased. With the construction

of additional buildings and a half million

gallon indoor diving facility, the

capability of the school to train naval

personnel in the peculiarities of EOD

diving has been greatly expanded.

LIFE OF
By Tony Delgado
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Army Specialists 4 Michael R. Chepa and Stan Erdman make a final check of charge
placement in attempting the low order detonation of a shell stuck in the mud. During
training at Indian Head, students get a chance to put newly-learned skills to use on
real ordnance in simulated range clearing exercises.

"Buildings are easier

to replace than men"

Once new EOD people are selected by

their service, they begin two weeks of

training in chemical and biological

munitions and their disposal at

Redstone Arsenal, Ala. The future

“bomb busters" then report to Indian

Head for more than 18 weeks of intense

study that has been compared to two

years of college work. For Navy EODers,

there’s an additional 16 weeks,

interspersed throughout the training, to

provide them with experience in diving

and underwater ordnance.

The months of training at Indian Head

are divided among six training divisions

broken down by different munitions

types.

Initial training begins in the Core

Division, serving as a foundation for the

rest of the course. During this phase,

trainees learn applied physical

principles of ordnance, EOD
publications, special tools and the

explosive materials inside munitions.

Under instruction from the Explosive

and Specialized Ordnance Division, men

and women of EOD become proficient in

the use of demolition materials and

safety precautions. Further classes

teach them assembly and use of

remotely operated power impact

wrenches used to remove bomb fuses.

Later they return to this division for

instruction in the techniques of clearing

range impact areas, the use of special

containers filled with plastic explosives

and how to deal with “homemade"
bombs.

The first division to teach individual

munitions is the Ground Ordnance

Division. Here the student is taught

anti-personnel and tank land mines,

artillery rounds and fuses, auxiliary
*

booby-trap devices, hand-thrown and

rifle grenades, shoulder-launched

weapons and mortar type ordnance.
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Next, students enter the Air

Ordnance Division \where they are

taught aircraft explosive hazards,

including everything that is found on,

dropped from or shot by an aircraft.

With training completed in

conventional weapons, they are ready to

start studying nuclear weapons

disposal. They are first introduced to

basic nuclear physics, weapons design

and construction. Then individual

weapons are taught as well as radiac

instruments, radiation hazards and

control of nuclear contamination.

The sixth division. Underwater

Ordnance and Diving (which applies to

Navy personnel) prepares sailors for the

physical and mental stamina required,

as well as knowledge about ordnance

used in naval warfare.

Members of all services receive instruction on the Sidewinder missile from Air Force

Staff Sergeant Ronald Hawkins. The courses at Indian Head give them information

about every type of ordnance.

Under the surface
These trainees, in the Underwater Ordnance and Diving Division,

get some practical application time attaching a flotation balloon in

the roomy half million-gallon training facility at the EOD school.
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Throughout training in the various

divisions, the students go through

practical application exercises. During

these sessions many individuals learn

the real danger of their job. Simulators

and explosive charges, set at safe

distances from students, let the

careless know they’ve made a mistake.

This is where they are put to the test.

After 21 weeks, each class is

greatly reduced. Many withdraw

voluntarily—those who simply cannot

take the unnerving kind of training such

duty requires.

Those who make it wear their EOD
badge with pride and join that select

“family” of individuals who say, with a

steady voice, “Success requires no

explanation; failure requires no alibi.”

The majority of EOD work is done on

firing ranges. If someone throws a hand

grenade that falls to explode or if some

other ordnance device doesn’t detonate,

the area is cleared and the bomb squad

is called to handle it.

But in recent times bomb people have

become increasingly worried about

crudely constructed homemade bombs.

The experts feel they can work on a

well-made bomb with a 90 percent

chance of disarming it. But a poorly-

made bomb can go off at any moment.

And they often do, killing the person

making or setting the bomb.

Another area of great concern to EOD
personnel is the war-time souvenir.

Handled carelessly, it is a booby trap

waiting for an accident to happen. Along

with the souvenir is the “dud” taken

from a range as a memento.

For the steel-nerved men and women
of EOD, the assignments to firing

ranges, disarming “infernal devices,”

and going into homes to remove duds

can hardly be considered “just another

job.”

"Success requires no
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Trainees dressed in protective clothing and using radiac instruments, practice procedures
for detecting and measuring radioactive contamination.

explanation; failure requires no alibi."
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Aviation Ordnancemen:

the

silent

partners
Aviation Ordnanceman Johnnie Thomas adjusts attack equipment carried by the Navy's

new F-14A jet fighter. (Photo by PH2 Robert Weissleder)

The Navy's aviation ordnancennan

(AO) stays in the background, yet he is

very vital to the success of any mission

a combat aircraft may fly.

One AO, Petty Officer First Class

James A. Waits, compares the

relevancy of his job in antisubmarine

warfare (ASW) to that of a person who

goes out and buys the most expensive

hunting rifle available but forgets his

bullets. “That’s how important the AO

is to the squadron,” says the member

of Patrol Squadron 19 (VP-19), Moffett

Field Naval Air Station, Calif.

As an AO with the squadron of 320

officers and men, the Navy veteran is

responsible for arming and maintaining

the highly sophisticated P-3C Orion

long-range ASW patrol aircraft.

Bringing the technology of digital

computers to airborne ocean

surveillance, the land-based Orion is

capable of tracking and destroying subs
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Aviation Ordnanceman Third Class Anthony White inspects a 2000-pound underwater mine before it is loaded into one of the squadron's
P-3C Orion antisubmarine patrol aircraft at Moffett Field near San Francisco. As a member of the ground maintenance crew at Patrol

Squadron 19, White assists the other aviation ordnancemen in maintaining all ordnance systems for the Orions. (Photo by PH2 Robert
Weissleder)

which have grown faster and quieter

over the years.

Waits joined the Navy out of a sense

of adventure, “i wanted to go

everywhere and do everything,” he

says. ‘I certainly haven’t been dis-

appointed. The aviation ordnanceman

rate interested me because it

gave me a chance to fly and have

gunner’s duty. I’ve always

been interested in weapons anyway.”

Waits will soon by applying

for the warrant officer program.

Meanwhile, across the continent in

Virginia, a jet aircraft blasts off the

runway with a thunderous roar, bound

on a training mission. This mission, part

of an exercise known only by a code

name, calls for a flight of four bombers

to “neutralize” an important bridge

being used by simulated enemy forces

to resupply the defenders of a

beachhead.
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An F-14 fighter jet attached to VF-2 lifts

off from the flight deck of the nuclear-

powered carrier USS Enterprise, as

others await their turns.

Most often, credit for success of any

combat mission, simulated or real goes

to the crew members in the aircraft. But

what if the aircraft streaked across the

target and the weapon systems failed or

someone
‘

‘forgot” to arm the plane?

Aviation Ordnanceman Airman
(AOAN) Seldon Palmer III of Attack

Squadron 42 (VF-42), Oceana Naval Air

Station, Va., works with A-4 Intruder jet

aircraft, loading bombs that may weigh

as much as 500 pounds.

‘‘Sometimes when the work is hot

and tiring, I ask myself if it’s worth it,”

he says, “but, even though it is hard

work, I enjoy it and have a sense of

pride knowing it’s an important job.
”

AOAN Johnnie Thomas of Fighter

Squadron Two (VF-2), Miramar Naval

Air Station, San Diego, Calif., explains.

“When I load that plane, I know I’m

one-of-a-kind. Without me and the other

AOs, there just wouldn’t be any missile

strikes. VF-2 is equipped with the

F-14A Tomcat.

Besides working with the Phoenix

missile, Thomas handles an internal

20mm machine gun as well as the

Sparrow and Sidewinder missiles. The

latter two have air-to-air and sea-to-air

all-weather capability.

Both Palmer and Thomas are

apprentices in the ordnance career

field.

An AO often joins six of his

teammates to hand load more than a

dozen 500-pound bombs. Teamwork is

essential, giving each man the

opportunity to carry his own weight.

After the heavy work is done, an AO
uses skills learned at the nine-week

Aviation Ordnance School in Memphis,

Tenn., to check and maintain armament

systems and target equipment. He arms

and fuses the massive bomb load and

checks all weapon systems for

operational readiness.

AOs can expect to be based ashore or

on a carrier, wherever the Navy’s needs

are greatest. The work will put them in

contact with most of the aircraft in the
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Navy inventory. At times, duty is

performed in extreme temperatures and

always with sensitive explosives, so

safety is a prime concern.

Weapon systems quality assurance

inspectors closely monitor the AOs to

insure they are doing the job right.

Aviation Ordnanceman First Class

Robert Kuehl has this job with VF-2.

“If the job is done wrong, I explain

what needs to be corrected. If the man

doing the job is inexperienced, I might

find myself pointing out how to do it.

Quality takes precedence over quantity

and the only way to produce quality

results is to work diligently and

patiently,” he states.

Whether sub chasers on the West

Coast, or fighter-bomber aircraft on the

East Coast, at sea or on land, pilots and

crew members have the ordnancemen

as silent partners on every mission.



Switching off from pistols to rifles and other weapons in competitive categories develops well-rounded marksmen,

always ready to compete in national and international matches.

Zeroing in on
marksmanship

Markmanship— the ability to handle a weapon
firing at— is the primary and most necessary skill

follows)

and hit what you are

of the soldier. (Story
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Members ot the U. S. Army Marksmanship Unit (USAMU) at Ft. Banning, Ga.,

take this basic skill to new levels of proficiency. They are champion shooters and

they aim to spread their talents throughout the Army.

At Ft. Banning, the USAMU concentrates on preparing for and competing in

national and international shooting matches. Shooters in five teams (international

rifle, pistol, service rifle, shotgun and running target) are recognized around the

world for their dead-eye ability, as well as for their excellent safety record. Last

October, in fact, eight members captured a first place overall team victory in the

Conseil International du Sport Militaire (CISM) Marksmanship Championship,

hosted by the fort.

Early in 1977, the Army approved an enlistment and reenlistment option intended

to produce more U. S. rifle and pistol shooting champions. People who qualify for

this option can be assured of duty with the unit at Ft. Banning, or with

Marksmanship Training Units (MTUs) at Forts Meade, Md.; Riley, Kan.; or Ord,

Calif. National Guard and Army Reserve marksmen are also eligible to try for the

program.

Ringed targets show areas of high and low

competitive point values and also determine
the most effective target points in tactical

firing.

By Carol Nelson
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Signing on with one of the units is,

for most enlistees, the end of a long

process of competing in civilian

shooting matches. Since members of

the USAMU or MTUs often show up at

meets held at high schools, colleges or

competitions sponsored by clubs or the

National Rifle Association, they see the

cream of the crop of new shooters.
‘

‘We

know where the good shooters are,”

explains a member of the Army’s team,

“so we have first crack at getting the

best people to join us.”

Individuals who are interested must

first have a letter of acceptance from the

commander of the unit, which

recognizes his or her proven success at

marksmanship competition. “In other

words, we don’t take ‘sand lot’

shooters,” says Lieutenant Colonel Paul

Davis, operations officer. “There is lots

of practice to keep you at a high level of

skill, but you have to know what you are

doing before you get here.” Staying

with the unit also rides on maintaining

competitive standards.

Weapons used in competition and

travel expenses to the matches are

furnished by the Army .

Enlistees are first trained as

infantrymen (males) or clerk-typists

(females) before they report for duty.

Those already on active duty with six

years or less service, can reenlist for

the unit from any Army job specialty;

most reenlistments come from combat

arms jobs or the military police.

“Keeping the public aware of what

the Army is doing in marksmanship is

very important,” LtCol. Davis

continues. “We enhance the overall

image of American military service by

showing that we can stand alongside

the best shooters in our own country

and the rest of the world.”

Within the Army, the MTUs in

Maryland, Kansas and California are

working to bring up the level of tactical

marksmanship. ‘‘The only way to

develop Army marksmen beyond the

most basic level is exposure to correct

shooting. We provide the best example

of this,” said LtCol. Davis.

Selected active Army, ROTC and

Army Reserve organizations receive the

benefits of these experts’ knowledge

when the MTUs conduct training

sessions at installations which request

help. Shooting clinics are held for high

school and college students to teach

shooting methods and safety. The units

are also called on by the FBI and police

force SWAT units for demonstrations of

special weapons.

Two-time Olympic Gold Medal

winner. Lieutenant Colonel Lones W.

Wigger, Jr., tells young shooting

enthusiasts, “A potential shooting

champion must prepare himself for a

lifetime of dedication to the sport. This

will mean days and nights of hard work,

training, practice, personal sacrifice,

and, for the married men, it requires a

wife who understands and appreciates

his dedication and desire. A champion

shooter’s compensation is the personal

satisfaction of winning, knowing he has

beaten the world’s best and has

performed to the best of human

ability.”

This desire and drive for excellence

can be seen in all the units’ members.

In its 20-year history, over 140

individual and team national

championships, 43 worid

championships, 7 Olympic Gold Medals

and countless national, interservice and

CISM medals have been added to the

combined collection — and each year

brings new honors.

A number of weapons improvements

have been developed in the Ft. Benning

weapons shop as a result of its

advanced gunsmithing, ammunition and

testing facilities. Recently, a low-cost

training aid was developed to simulate

firing of the LAW (Light Antitank

Weapon). This device, which fires

aluminum cans using rifle blanks is not

only inexpensive to put together and

use, but provides realism in training

without damage to the target. New

techniques in handling other Army

weapons and weapons training are

constantly being investigated.

LtCol. Wigger sums it up, “Shooting

is a unique sport because it is not

necessary to have exceptional strength,

size, athletic ability or natural ability to

become a champion. Champions are

made of both sexes, come in all sizes

and from all walks of life. However, to

be a champion in any sport requires

complete dedication and definite

goals. ..you learn to shoot by

competition...”

Through competition, the USAMU
and its auxiliary training units, will

always be at the forefront of innovation

and excellence in marksmanship.



.ance Corporal Ana R. Melendez, from San Gabriel, Calif., works diligently over the

idjustment of a teletypewriter. Melendez came into the Marine Corps

elecommunications maintenance field because she likes to work with her hands and

lidn’t want to get tied to a desk.

Story and photos by Tony Delgado

The key
A good communications network

controls all the functions of a well-run

fighting unit. Communication among all

parties is essential and maintenance of

telecommunication equipment is most

vital.

At the Marine Corps’

Telecommunications Maintenance
School in Twenty-nine Palms, Calif.,

Marines learn the skills that will keep

the Corps' telecommunications

channels open.

In essence, the mission of the school

in the high desert of southern California,

is to take a Marine who has been

through 10 weeks of basic electronics

and make him a repairman. Students

are given in-depth electronics theory,

coupled with actual maintenance

training on ground and aviation radio,

teletype and telephone switchboard

equipment.

Eleven subjects are taught in the

three sections of the school. Four of

these are advanced courses taught to

Marines with actual field experience.

The others are designed as starting

points for those entering the

telecommunications field.

The eight-week Terminal Equipment

Theory Course (TETC) is preparatory for

others taught at interservice schools.

These schools, at the Army’s Ft.

Gordon, Ga.; Lackland Air Force Base,

Tex.; or Naval Training Center, Great

Lakes, III., all deal extensively with

equipment that uses digital logic, like

that of computers. TETC was
established to give Marines more

instruction in basic computer
fundamentals that could be applied to

specific pieces of equipment-.

In this course. Marines are

introduced to basic circuits of a digital

computer. After many hours of very

detailed instruction and plowing

Students are continually given

performance-oriented testing,

which requires as much time with

the schematic diagrams as with

pieces of equipment.
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in battle
through study materials, students then

have a chance to construct circuits on a

digital logic trainer. This “hands on

time” allows them to see the intricacies

of computer operations. They also learn

the basic sections of computers, how

each works, and how all units work

together. Once the operation is

understood, students program, locate

troubles and repair the special purpose

training computers used by TETC.

The Teletype Repair Course (TRC),

14 weeks, qualifies Marines in the

maintenance of tactical teletype,

terminal and cryptographic equipment.

It provides technical instruction on

operation, maintenance, circuitry wiring

and adjustments of teletypewriters and

terminal equipment. Cryptographic

equipment and field systems operations

are also taught to familiarize students

with actual field conditions.

TRC graduates are then transferred to

teletype schools at either the Naval

Training Center, San Diego, Calif.; or

the Naval Base, Norfolk, Va., for 12

more gruelling weeks of teletype

training.

The Telephone Switchboard Repair

Course (TSRC) is designed to teach

personnel in the maintenance of tactical

telephone and switchboard equipment.

Here the students learns electrical

theory, electro-mechanical theory,

operation and troubleshooting of the

smallest to the largest switchboards.

Additionally, telephone system concepts

and use of test equipment are taught.

Graduates may either be transferred

throughout the Corps as basic

switchboard repairmen or assigned

further training as cable splicers or dial

central technicians.

For those Marines selected for

aviation or ground radio maintenance,

training begins with six weeks of radio

fundamentals. From here students may
enter the Microwave Equipment Repair

Preparatory, Ground Radio Repair or

Aviation Radio Repair courses.

Students going into radio repair will

spend approximately 11 to 14 weeks,

respectively, in aviation or ground radio

repair. During both courses they learn

not only maintenance and repair

procedures, but also limited

cryptographic maintenance.

The unique combination of classroom

work and actual “hands on time” gives

students a firm foundation for taking

their place with ground and air units of

the Corps.

Career Marines can find themselves

back at Twenty-nine Palms after a few

years in the field, learning the ins and

outs of advanced telecommunications

maintenance. The four courses are the

Mobile Data Communications Terminal

Technician Course (MDCTTC), Mobile

Communications Central Technician

Course (MCCTC), Aviation Radio

Technician Course (ARTC) and Radio

Technician Course (RTC).

^ MDCTTC, 14-weeks, enables the

graduate to locate, isolate and

troubleshoot any problem within the

mobile data terminal.

This terminal, used by division and

wing commanders, provides direct

communication with higher

headquarters. The terminal operates on

one channel at approximately 3,600 to

3,800 words per minute and has the

capability of simultaneous transmission

and reception through the use of paper

tape, cards and magnetic tape.

The six-week MCCTC prepares the

individual to operate and maintain a

communications central van. Instruction

concentrates on the actual circuitry of

the van along with the use of the

auxiliary and test equipment.

The van is a mobile communications

center that incorporates a variety of

communications equipment consisting

of cryptographic and teletypewriter

devices.

The two radio courses are geared

toward sharpening the in-depth

knowledge of career ground and

aviation radio maintenance personnel

performing a supervisory role. RTC is

approximately 17 weeks with ARTC

being about 11 weeks.

Throughout all the courses, whether

working on the simplest teletype

equipment or the many components of a

noise-cramped van, students learn shop

practices, soldering of electrical

connections, supply and safety

procedures.

Marines finishing the rigorous

training at Twenty-nine Palms and the

other service schools can feel assured

they will be able to handle the

challenges of telecommunication

maintenance.

Lance Corporal David M. Kennedy (left), from Chicago,

receives individual instruction on a teletypewriter

problem from instructor Gunnery Sergeant Richard D.

Mayo. Mayo, like other instructors, realizes the need
for a lot of extra effort with his students.

Students go through the paces of troubleshooting
a large switchboard. Throughout training at the
maintenance school in Twenty-nine Palms, Calif.,

students follow classroom work with practical

exercises.
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